
ENERGY 
EFFICIENT 
GLASS
LESS ENERGY, MORE SAVINGS, 
BETTER FUTURE…



LOW-E CLEAR SUNERGY®
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No Need to Sacrifice 
Natural Daylight
Low-E Clear balances high levels of natural light transmission 

with improved thermal insulation providing a brighter and more 

comfortable interior space.

For Better Climate 
Control
Sunergy® is a toned glass, combining improved solar control 

and thermal insulation over standard clear glass.
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Reduced heat loss Radiant heat

Solar heat Reduced heat gain

Cooler in Summer 

Warmer in Winter

Two panes of glass

Hermetically sealed 
argon gas filled gap

Warm edge 
spacer

Energy Efficiency

Glass in buildings are the path of least resistance for 

heat flow. Hence they allow a disproportionate amount of 

heat loss and gain compared to other building materials. 

The fundamental principle of heat transfer through glass 

is that heat will always move through the glazing to the 

colder side. Summer heat will migrate towards the colder 

interior and winter warmth will migrate to the colder 

outside environment.

Thus the amount of energy used in artificially cooling and 

heating buildings is significantly affected by glass.

Energy Efficient Glass
Energy efficient glass are designed to provide higher 

levels of resistance to heat transfer – acting as extra 

thermal insulation against the effects of climate.

Key Benefits

• Keeps homes at a comfortable temperature all year;

• Lessens the need for artificial heating and cooling, 

lowering electricity bills;

• Lowers household energy consumption resulting in 

less greenhouse emissions;

• Preserves furnishings inside the house from fading by 

reducing UV radiation.

Insulated Glass Units

Insulated glass units (IGUs) or double glazed units consist of two 

panes of glass bonded together by a spacer and separated by 

a hermetically sealed argon gas filled space. The gap acts as an 

additional thermal barrier between the inner and outer pieces of 

glass, making the transfer of heat more difficult.

National Glass IGUs feature a warm edge spacer made of an 

extruded, thermoset polymer structural silicone foam which delivers 

exceptional performance through lower conductivity than aluminium 

spacer units, argon gas retention and long-term durability.

Minimise condensation
A double glazed unit reduces the likelihood of condensation forming. 

The hermetically sealed argon gas filled space and the warm edge 

spacer act as thermal barriers. They keep the surface of the inner 

piece of glass similar to the room temperature. These two IGU 

features reduce the incidence of moist air inside the house meeting 

cooler surface of glass, which facilitates condensation.

Two panes of glass are 
better than one
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Low-E Clear

Low-E Clear is a highly transparent glass with a unique, 

durable and virtually invisible coating providing improved 

solar control and thermal insulation. It works best when 

combined in an insulated glass unit for improved energy 

efficiency over ordinary single clear glass.

In colder climates, with well-positioned windows, Low-E 

Clear allows for direct winter sun to passively heat the room 

or building. The unique coating reflects this heat back into 

the room. Likewise, when the sun has set, it continues to 

retain generated heat from escaping the room. 

For warmer climates, the coating works in reverse by 

reducing heat gain from the sun’s energy, providing greater 

solar control and thermal insulation compared to ordinary 

single clear glass.

No Need to Sacrifice 
Natural Daylight

Let the Light Inside
Low-E Clear balances high levels of natural light 

transmission with improved thermal insulation 

providing a brighter and more comfortable interior 

space.

*data shown represents glass only values.

U-value (W/m2K) SHGC VLT %

Single Glass

4mm Low-E Clear 3.7 0.74 83

6mm Low-E Clear 3.6 0.71 83

Laminated Glass

6.38mm Low-E Clear Laminated 3.6 0.73 83

10.38mm Low-E Clear Laminated 3.5 0.65 80

Insulated Glass

4mm Low-E Clear / 12mm Argon Gap / 4mm Clear 1.6 0.68 76

6mm Low-E Clear / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.6 0.62 73

Insulated Glass with laminated glass

6.38mm Low-E Clear Laminated / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.6 0.63 73

Low-E Clear Performance Data*
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U-Value 
A measure of the thermal insulation of the 
glass and expressed as watts per square 
metre. The lower the number the better the 
performance of the glazing.

SHGC
Refers to Solar Heat Gain Co-efficient and 
is a common measure used in regards 
the cooling of the building. The lower the 
number, the more efficient the glass in 
reducing the sun’s direct energy impact 
through the glass. 

VLT%
Refers to the % Visible Light Transmittance. 
Simply a measure of the amount of natural 
daylight the glass allows through. 
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Sunergy®

Sunergy is a toned glass with a unique, durable and virtually 

invisible coating of metallic particles. The metallic particles 

provide  Sunergy with improved solar control (lower SHGC) 

and thermal insulation (low u-values).

Compared to other low-E coated glass products on 

the market, Sunergy is an excellent response to current 

architectural trends desiring neutrality and low visual 

reflectance. 

Sunergy works best when combined in an insulated glass 

unit for improved energy efficiency over ordinary single 

clear glass. It is available in a range of thicknesses including 

laminated glass.

Cooler in Summer, Warmer in Winter
Sunergy’s unique coating acts as a filter, blocking out the 

sun’s direct heat while maintaining a high level of natural 

daylight. The same coating helps to reflect heat back into 

the building.

Better Climate Control
U-value (W/m2K) SHGC VLT %

Single Glass

6mm Sunergy Neutral 4.1 0.60 68

6mm Sunergy Grey 4.1 0.43 34

6mm Sunergy Green 4.1 0.42 56

6mm Sunergy Azur 4.1 0.45 56

Laminated Glass

6.38mm Sunergy Neutral 4.1 0.58 67

6.38mm Sunergy Grey 4.1 0.44 32

Insulated Glass

6mm Sunergy Neutral / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.9 0.51 60

6mm Sunergy Grey / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.9 0.33 30

6mm Sunergy Green / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.9 0.33 50

Insulated Glass with laminated glass

6.38mm Sunergy Neutral / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.9 0.51 60

6.38mm Sunergy Grey / 12mm Argon Gap / 6mm Clear 1.9 0.34 29

Sunergy® Performance Data*

Select a Tone
Sunergy is available in a variety of tones** with each tone offering different types of performance.

**Colours indicative only. Please request a sample for approval.

Neutral AzurGreenGrey

*data shown represents glass only values.

Visual performance
Sunergy is available in a range of tones or colours to 

blend or contrast any architecture. Each tone also 

offering a different level of energy performance.

Grey Sunergy
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Best of Both Worlds: Maximum Light & 
Minimum Heat Transfer
This stunning Sunshine Coast home was designed to leverage 

the abundant natural light available almost daily to illuminate 

every room and space.

However, as the owners soon discovered, designing a home to 

maximise natural light isn’t without its challenges. 

The heat transfer from the sun through the windows’ and doors’ 

original standard clear glass glazing meant the home became too 

warm during summer. 

The owners quickly realised they needed to reduce the heat 

that made its way into their home. However, they still wanted to 

maintain the benefits of natural light and their beautiful views.

National Glass recommended using Sunergy® Neutral – a toned, 

low-E coated glass with a light grey hue that allows high levels of 

light to pass through while minimising the transfer of heat with 

improved solar control and thermal insulation. 

Thanks to Sunergy® Neutral, the owners now enjoy a stunning, 

light-filled home that’s comfortable year-round.
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Brisbane
166 Granite Street
Geebung QLD 4034
sales.brisbane@nationalglass.com.au
07 3131 3555

Townsville
Cnr Kelli & Taryn Streets
Mount St John QLD 4818
sales.townsville@nationalglass.com.au
07 4755 3100

Rockhampton
16 Power Street
North Rockhampton QLD 4701
sales.rockhampton@nationalglass.com.au
07 4924 1650

nationalglass.com.au

0517


